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In this paper a Bayesian alternative to Kriging is developed. The latter is an 
important tool in geostatistics. But aspects of environmetrics make it less suitable 
as a tool for interpolating spatial random fields which are observed successively 
over time. The theory presented here permits temporal (and spatial) modeling to be 
done in a convenient and flexible way. At the same time model misspecilications, 
if any, can be corrected by additional data if and when it becomes available, and 
past data may be used in a systematic way to lit model parameters. Finally, 
uncertainty about model parameters is represented in the (posterior) distributions, 
so unrealistically small credible regions for the interpolants are avoided. The theory 
is based on the multivariate normal and related distributions, but because of the 
hierarchical prior models adopted, the results would seem somewhat robust with 
respect to the choice of these distributions and associated hyperparameters. CL’ 1992 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, a fully (hierarchical) Bayesian alternative to Kriging is 
derived. Kriging is a well-known method of spatial interpolation (cf. [9]). 
In the discrete space version of this problem, a real-valued spatial random 
field is supposed to be observed at g discrete, “gauged” sites to yield a g x 1 
data vector X(‘) = (X(*l ) 
24 x 1 vector: X’” = (X’“’ 
9 ‘.., Jx’(~~))‘. The object of inferential interest is a 
, . . . . X(l”))‘, of unmeasured values at u “ungauged” 
sites. The spatial field is over p = u + g discrete sites. In Kriging, u = 1 and 
the spatial covariance matrix of X= (X(l)‘, X’2”), Z, is taken to be fully 
specified. The optimal linear unbiased interpolator of X”’ based on Xc2’ is 
then determined. However, this interpolator depends on ,Z which, in 
practice, is unknown. Commonly the variogram, i.e., the expected squared 
difference between the values of the random field at any two sites, replaces 
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the covariance of these values, although when C exists as is supposed here, 
the two are equivalent. In practice C (or the variogram) is estimated from 
preliminary data, {Xj!‘), j= 1, . . . . n) under the assumptions that (i) the field 
is spatially isotropic and (ii) the covariance of the field between any two 
sites is a parametric function of the distance between the sites. The 
preliminary data can then be used to estimate the parameters of the 
covariance. The estimate 2, replaces Z in the best linear interpolator; the 
result is the Kriging interpolator. An estimate of the mean squared inter- 
polation error is readily found in a similar way. In simple Kriging the mean 
of the random field is assumed to be constant over space, but this condi- 
tion is relaxed somewhat in universal Kriging. 
A deficiency of classical Kriging methodology is that it fails to incor- 
porate uncertainty about C into its measure of interpolation error. This 
deficiency leads to unwarranted confidence in the interpolated values and, 
potentially, to seemingly valid decisions or regulatory actions which are, in 
fact, unjustified. Bayesian approaches to spatial interpolation avoid this 
deficiency, and such an approach is the subject of this paper. 
Specific advantages of Bayesian interpolation over Kriging are that (i) 
uncertainty about Z (and all other parameters in the analysis) is reflected 
in the assessed interpolation errors and (ii} preliminary covariance models 
which incorporate available knowledge may be introduced into the analysis 
without requiring their perpetual use. The second is a major advantage in 
applications such as environmental monitoring where repeated observa- 
tions of the random field are made. Bayesian estimates of all uncertain 
quantities (including coefficients of the interpolators) change adaptively 
with the incoming data. However, to derive maximal benefit from this 
advantage, the support of all priors must be as broad as is feasible and 
realistic. 
In this paper we seek to exploit these advantages. However, there is a 
growing body of related literature on Bayesian methods which we need to 
review first to put our work in perspective. 
As noted by Pilz (undated manuscript), if we restrict ourselves to linear 
interpolators, the Bayesian approach like Kriging, depends on the prior 
distributions only through their first and second moments. Taking these 
moments as specified, Omre [lo] characterizes the Bayesian interpolator. 
Omre and Halvorsen [ 11; hereafter, OH] extend the model of Omre [ 101 
to include linear trend models with random coefficients. The resulting 
model seems identical to that proposed on non-Bayesian grounds by 
Fedorov and Mueller [S, 63 to bridge the gap between classical theory of 
optimal design in regression to that of designing spatial monitoring 
networks. OH find that the Bayesian approach yields a continuum of 
models between the extremes of simple and universal Kriging. The theme 
of OH is elaborated on by Omre, Halvorsen, and Berteig [12], who 
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consider and illustrate two competing linear structures. Again empirical 
non-Bayesian estimates of the covariance structure are given. 
In all three of the last cited papers of Omre, a final empirical Bayesian 
step is taken when the unknown components of the spatial covariance 
structure are estimated from the data. Obvious nonparametric (non- 
Bayesian) estimates are suggested under the assumption that these 
components are translation invariant. The resulting estimates are then 
incorporated into the analysis as if they had been fully specified a priori. 
As OH point out [ 11, p. 7711 in this last step they are emulating what is 
done in Kriging; so their method is potentially susceptible to the same 
criticism as that which we leveled above at Kriging. 
An empirical Bayesian step in a fully Bayesian analysis may be justified 
under certain circumstances. When the posterior distribution of the unob- 
servables, conditional on the data and certain hyperparameters, is insen- 
sitive to the choice of these hyperparameters, it may well be practically 
expedient to adopt a diffuse prior for them. Or they may be estimated using 
the data distribution conditioned on the same hyperparameters. Either 
way, the final posterior will then be approximately equal to that which 
would be obtained by properly modeling out the small fraction of residual 
uncertainty left in the hyperparameters. However, Omre and his co-authors 
do not justify their empirical Bayes step in this way. In particular, the 
robustness of their procedures to the choice of their spatial covariance 
estimator is not clear. 
The robustness of universal Kriging to the misspecilication of the 
variogram has been the subject of several investigations surveyed by Pilz 
(ibid.). He considers the robustness of Bayesian interpolators with respect 
to the misspecilication of the lirst and second moments of the joint 
(a priori) distribution of the regression parameters and data. He determines 
measures of robustness and determines a robust Bayesian interpolator 
when the spatial covariance is fully specified. 
In this paper the spatial covariance is left completely unspecified in the 
first level of a hierarchical Bayesian model. Uncertainty about this 
parameter is then incorporated through a second level prior. Our approach 
differs from the partially hierarchical Bayesian approach of de Waal and 
Groenewald (undated manuscript), since the latter assumes an isotropic 
random field and a parametric spatial covariance structure. They put a 
prior distribution on some of the covariance parameters while fitting the 
others, albeit parametrically, in the spirit of the work of Omre and others 
cited above. 
Although the paper of Loader and Switzer [S] is not fundamentally 
Bayesian, a Bayesian approach is used to motivate their interpolation pro- 
cedure and spatial covariance estimator in the case considered here, where 
the random field is anisotropic. Their paper explicates aspects of the earlier 
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paper of Switzer L-161. And it overlaps ours in that they are able to avoid 
parametrizing C by assuming as do Caselton, Kan, and Zidek [3, in a 
design context], and as we do here, that the covariance matrix of F2’, zz2, 
has the inverted Wishart distribution. However, unlike us they do not 
explicitly determine the joint posterior distribution of the unobservables, 
including the values of the random field at a multiplicity of ungauged sites. 
And while they assume u = 1, we allow u z 1, which in conjunction with the 
explicit posterior distribution paves the way for the development of 
simultaneous credibility bounds, the subject of a future paper. 
Our prior models and basic assumptions are given in Section 2 along 
with a statement of our main results. The derivations of these results is 
given in Section 3. We assume that the hyperparameters of our second-level 
priors are specified. So the implementation of our results entail their 
specification. A discussion of this problem and other aspects of our work 
constitutes Section 4. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
2.1. Preliminaries and Notations 
Let X-= (X!‘)‘, X!2”) be a p-dimensional random vector where Xj” and 
Xj2) are/u- and g-d:mensional vectors, respectively (p = u -t g). Let zj be a 
k-dimensional vector of covariates. Assume 
xjlzj, B, z indepzdent N,( Bzj, z), (1) 
where B denotes a (p x k) matrix of regression coefficients, 
B= 
The covariance matrix, C, is partitioned accordingly as 
where, in general, for any two random vectors R and S, 
L’,,=Cov(R, S’)=E[R-E(R)][S-E(S)]‘. 
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It will be convenient to reparametrize C as (C,,, 2, ,Z, r), where C, ,2 is 
a (U x U) matrix denoting the residual covariance of, Xj”-residuals after 
optimal linear prediction based on XJ*‘; it is given by 
The (g x g) matrix Z,, is the covariance matrix of Xj”’ and z is a (U x g) 
matrix representing the slope of the optimal linear predictor of Xj” based 
on X(1*’ given by 
This transformation is achieved through the Bartlett [2] decomposition, 
C = TAT’, where 
A=(zi’2 lj and T=(i s>. 
With this decomposition, C can be written as 
We suppose the uncertainty about B and C can be represented by the 
conjugate prior distribution (cf. [ 14, p. 2341) 
BIB”, 2, F-N,(B”, COT’) (3) 
ZIY,m-W;‘(Y,m), (4) 
where N,(p, C) denotes the p-dimensional Gaussian distribution with mean 
p and covariance matrix Z. Wp ‘( Y, m) denotes the p-dimensional inverted 
Wishart distribution with scale matrix Y and m degrees of freedom; it is 
proper if p cm. B” and Y are the prior parameter matrices. 
The conjugate prior distribution (4) for Z can be equivalently presented 
in terms of the new parameters (L’,,, A’, , 2, z) as 
C2,1 Y,m- W~‘(Y2r,m-u) 
Cl121Y,m- W;‘(Y,,,,m) (5) 
~lJ5,2> ‘YwNug(fL Cl,20 Y,‘). 
Here ( YZ2, Y, ,*, q) denotes the decomposition of the prior parameter 
matrix Y analogous to that of C; that is, 9 = Yv,, Yu,‘. Moreover, C,, is 
independent of (C, ,*, z) when the prior distribution is proper. See Caselton 
et al. [S] for more details on this decomposition. 
683/43/Z-13 
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Let D = ((x(1*), zr), . . . . (xy), z,,)) be the observed data, where, given the 
covariate zis, the {x,!“‘} are independent realizations of 
Note that this represents only the second component of the Xj in model 
(1). Hence, D represents the partially observed data; i.e., there are no 
observations for the first u-coordinates. 
Define & and S as 
where 
and 
s= i (x,!“‘- B2Zj)(Xj2) - B,z,)’ 
j=l 
c= i x,!“Z; 
j=l 
(7) 
(8) 
A= i zjz;. 
j=l 
Anderson [ 1, p. 2911 shows that, conditional on B2 as well as .X2*, A, i?*, 
and S are independent and 
B,IB,,~~~,ANN~~(B~,C~~OA-~) (9) 
and 
SIB,, Z22, A- W&Y,,, n-k). 
Here W,( Y, m) denotes the g-dimensional Wishart distribution with scale 
matrix Y and m degrees of freedom. 
2.2. Results 
We now present the main results of this paper. Here (By, Bg) is a 
partition of B” analogous to that of B. The proofs are presented in the next 
section. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let the prior distributions of B and (,Z’22, C,,*, T) be 
defined as in ( 3 ) and (5 ). Then 
BID,B”,~,,,C,,,,r-N,(B*,C*), (10) 
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where 
Cz2) @(gF-‘) 1 (12) 
and A and 8, are defined as in (7)-(8). The posterior distribution of 
P22, CI,~, T) is 
where 
Z,,ID, Yz2,m- W;‘(P,,,m+n-u) 
~II,ID, Yl12, m- W;1tYY,12, m) (13) 
TID, vJ,,z-K,~(~, zc,,,6 G’), 
!&=!J’,,+S+(&B;)‘(A-‘+F-I)-‘(&B;) (14) 
and S is given in (7). 
Remark. The result (13) establishes the intuitive result that the 
posterior distributions of T and 2, ,z are just their prior distributions; our 
knowledge of the covariance matrix C is updated by the data D only 
through Z,,. This is reasonable, since L’,, is independent of (C, ,2, T), a 
priori. However, although the data cannot be used to improve the prior 
models of C, , z, T, the prior covariance matrix, C,,, for the ungauged sites 
and the cross-covariance matrix, C,*, between the gauged and ungauged 
sites can be improved with the data as shown in the following result. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let C, be the mean of the prior distribution of C given 
by (4); that is, 
Z,= 
1 
m-p-l 
Y. 
The posterior mean, 2, of C is then given by 
LcrC,+(l-cr)f’, 
where cr=(m-p- l)/(m+n-p- 1) and 
(15) 
( [ 1 + tr(SY;‘) ,f= m-u-l 1 YY,,2+& vls Sq’ 3 1 
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s+,- Y,,). 
An anonymous referee has raised an interesting issue of whether our 
methodology would allow for a smoothness constraint on the posterior 
mean of C, given that the prior specification is smooth. From Eq. (15) the 
posterior mean is a weighted average of the prior and the estimate based 
on the observed data. So it is smooth if the estimate is; however, in our 
methodology, there is no mechanism to ensure that the estimate is smooth. 
We would also remark that the Bartlett’s decomposition shows that any 
symmetric matrix, C, is nonnegative definite if Zc,, 2 and Zz2 are. It follows 
that f in Corollary 2.2 is nonnegative definite. Likewise from Eq. (13), we 
may conclude that the posterior distribution of C gives probability one to 
nonnegative definite matrices. 
Using the available data D and the posterior distributions of B and Z, 
we obtain the predictive distribution of the random vector X, with 
sampling distribution described by (1 ), given the new covariate vector zr 
To present the result we let, in general, t,(p, H, a) denote the r-variate 
r-distribution with density function given by 
f(x) oc IHI-1’2 [u+(x-p)‘H-‘(~-p)]~(“+‘)‘~. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let the posterior distributions of B and C be defined as in 
Theorem 2.1. The predictive distribution of X,= (Xy”, X7”), given a 
covariate vector zr and the prior parameters B” and (Y,,, Yl 12, q), is 
c-d ^ 
a2+b,TYZ2,1 (16) 
q’l Jfy = $2’ 9 
c + (a2 - xy’)’ Y2;‘(a2 -xF’) 
> 
(17) 
4 
yY,,,,q 2 
where @22 is given by (14), f=m+n--u-g+ 1, q=m-u+ 1, and 
&F?l(A-l+F~l)p 
al 
a- 
0 a2 
= B”zf 
b = (B2 - B;) gzl 
c= 1 +z;F-‘zl 
d=z;kFP1z,. 
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COROLLARY 2.4. Given the predictive distribution in Theorem 2.3, rhe 
predictive means of Xi!) and X7), given z,- are 
The value of the hierarchical approach we have adopted lies in the very 
general covariance structure introduced at the first level. We are then free 
to model the covariance structure at the second level through the various 
hyperparametric objects in Eqs. (3) and (4). Where possible the past and 
future data will update these prior models to achieve increasingly more 
realistic versions of their level-one counterparts, B and C. But whether or 
not such updating is possible, our uncertainty about the level-one 
parameters is reflected in the marginal likelihood of the hyperparameters 
specified by Theorem 2.3. Consequently (credible) intervals for the inter- 
polates of Theorem 2.3 will realistically account for that uncertainty 
through the heavy-tailed Student’s t-distributions described there. 
At level two of the hierarchy, we may specify (hyper) parametric models 
for objects like Y, for example, to accommodate our remaining prior 
knowledge about the random field under consideration. The paper of 
Loader and Switzer [S] exemplifies that approach. This will leave a small 
number of additional (third stage) unspecified parameters. In a strictly 
Bayesian approach, we would add another distribution to our hierarchy to 
accomodate our uncertainty about these parameters. However, as noted in 
the Introduction, the posterior distribution of quantities of inferential 
interest will not be especially sensitive to the choices made of these 
parameters and this suggests alternatives to a fully Bayesian approach. 
One possibility would be a robust Bayesian approach like that of Pilz 
[ 131. Another would be to introduce a diffuse prior on these remaining 
unspecified quantities. But the simplest option is that of estimating them 
from the marginal distribution of the data conditional on these quantities, 
the empirical Bayes solution. 
At any event, Eq. (17) yields a Bayesian alternative to Kriging which 
permits a lot of prior modeling. Errors of interpolation are expressed by 
the covariance in Eq. (17). The latter depends on the covariates but not on 
the data unless they are used to estimate the third-stage hyperparameters. 
The Student’s t-distribution reflects our uncertainty about level-one 
parameters. 
The simplest special case of our theory perhaps, is that in which the 
station records are “exchangeable.” To be precise, referring to displays (1) 
and (3), k = 1, EB = B” = lp”, zj = 1 for all j, and F = k”, where 1 denotes 
the p x 1 vector all of whose elements are 1, and pa as well as k” are 
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specified constants. Here ~1’ is the overall level of the /Iis in B = (PI, . . . . BP)‘. 
For example, ,u” might be between 4.5 and 5.5 when X’s coordinates 
represent the pH of acidic precipitation, depending on the geographical 
area; 5.5 might be used for the so-called “pristine” areas. The value chosen 
for k” would depend on how well p” represents the population of the /?is 
in Eq. (1). This would depend partly on the size of the geographical area 
under consideration. 
For the model in the last paragraph it seems reasonable that Y = a2 x 5, 
where iii= 1 or p, according as i= j or i #tj, i, j= 1, . . . . p. It is easily shown 
that 
and 
E[Xy’ (II] = (1 -a*) p1, + orp, 
where LY, = gp/[(l - p) + gp], ~1~ = n/[k’ + n], iy) = (l/g) C, x:2”) 
(averaging over g gauged stations), and XC” = (l/n) C, xz’ (averaging over 
n times points). Thus when n is large, E[XF’ 1 D] N X(‘). In contrast, 
E[X”‘I x:” = x,7), D], 
il 
remains unchanged as n changes. However, 
if p were not specified, it would be natural to estimate it by 
p0=(l/g)~g,=,x’2”’ (i.e., an overall average of all observations) and this 
estimate could then be used in the expression for E[Xy’I X7’= x:2’, D]. 
A simple extension of the model of the last paragraph for the hypotheti- 
cal application under consideration would cluster, on statistical or some 
other grounds, the stations into homogeneous subgroups, I= 1, . . . . L. We 
would then have B = (B;, . . . . BL), where By = l,,~” with s, denoting the size 
of the Zth cluster and par playing for cluster Z, the role played in the last 
paragraph by the scalar p”, itself. And .LL” might be estimated from the data 
for that cluster, if the posterior were not deemed to be unduly sensitive to 
this choice. 
In the situation described in the last paragraph, Xi would be partitioned 
to reflect the clustering. The between cluster covariances might be 
approximated by 0, while that within clusters might be given the intraclass 
correlation structure with just two parameters that might also be estimated 
from the corresponding within cluster data sets. Alternatively, one might 
adopt a components-of-variance model, with one component for overall 
variation and independent cluster specific components to represent the 
individual clusters. This too would lead to a substantial reduction in the 
number of parameters to be fitted. 
An extension of the exchangeable means models discussed above, would 
be the exchangeable regressions model. In Eq. (3) we would now have 
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B” = 1 O/f?‘, where /?” = (#I”, . . . . fl”“) is a vector of regression coefficients. 
These exchangeable regression models, like their counterpart for means, 
have the well-known advantage that they allow “borrowing from strength.” 
When this is justified and the amount of data is small, this advantage can 
be substantial. Variations on this theme emerge when clustering is 
permitted. For brevity, we will not provide any further details here. 
Analogous to the components-of-variance model proposed above, is a 
fixed effects linear model in Eq. (1). Now the “covariates” in (1) would be 
the appropriate indicator variables to pick out the fixed effects appropriate 
to the individual coordinates of the Xi vectors. Theorem 2.3 could then be 
used to obtain estimates of these fixed effects if they were of inferential 
interest. 
It should be emphasized that the regression model in Eq. (1) allows time 
varying covariates. This is to enable trend and seasonality to be incor- 
porated directly into the Bayesian analysis; there is no need to remove 
them in an ad hoc preliminary analysis. In this case, zj would contain a 
coordinate, tj, to represent the time while the ith row of B would have 
slope and intercept coefficients for station i. As well, zj would contain 
cos at, and sin atj to account for seasonality. Here a determines the period 
and might well depend on the station, i, in which case there would have to 
be different cos and sin coordinates in zj for each station. A technically 
awkward feature of the resulting model is that it is nonlinear in a. 
We could also include in zj, spatial modeling coordinates, f,(xi), 
i = 1, . . . . p, 1= 1, . ..) L, where the f,‘s are specified functions and xi 
represents the location vector of station i. This is done in the Bayesian 
extensions to universal Kriging and the models of Fedorov and Mueller 
[IS, 61 described in the Introduction. Such spatial models may well be 
important in applications such as those of geostatistics. However, they are 
of little relevance in the context of environmental analysis where location 
has little explanatory value (for a discussion, see [17]). 
3. PROOFS 
We now prove the results stated in the previous section. For expository 
convenience, we suppress the prior parameters B”, Y, and m in all the con- 
ditional distributions in this section. Moreover, to make the proofs easier 
to follow, we will use /I to represent a strung-out version of B, where each 
row of B is transposed and stacked up to obtain vector /I. This convention 
is also used for the matrix B with subscripts and superscripts when 
necessary. The conditional density of X and Y given D is denoted by 
fK YlD). 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. Ignoring irrelevant normalizing constants, we 
may rewrite the posterior density as 
af(DlB,C22,C112,t)f(BIC22, %A 
~f(&14&J12~ t)f(SIB,~C,,,C,,,,z)f(BIC22, G12, z), 
since b, and S are suflicient statistics for B2 and CZ2 and they are also 
independent of each other. Thus by (9) 
f(BID,~22p~112t~) af(Bz/B,C221C112rZ)f(BlL?;22,~1,2,t) 
a fk%, Cz> C,,z, ~1. 
Hence, the distribution of BID is the same as that of BI b2, given the 
covariance parameters (Z,, , Z, , *, r ). 
Combining this last result with (3) and (9) yields 
BID, 222, Cl,z,z - Qh*, c*), (19) 
where ,D* and L’* can be obtained in the manner now described. 
The conditional distribution off?, in (9) can equivalently be represented 
as 
8218,C~N~~(eB,e(~:OA-‘)e’), (20) 
where 
e = (OkgxkuT Zkg) 
with 0, x ku denoting a (kg x ku) matrix of zeroes and Zkg denoting a 
(kg x kg) identity matrix. 
Now from general theory, 
where for any random vectors R and S, 
Z’,, E cov( R, S’). 
Thus, conditional on C, 
But according to Eq. (20), 
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It follows that conditional on C, 
zB2P = e=as 
= e(ZQF-‘) 
= (CB~‘, z,,)QF-‘, (21) 
the second and third of these last equations deriving from (4) and (2), 
respectively. Moreover, combining (3) and (20) gives, again conditional 
on z1, 
Clr,82=e(COA~1)e’+e(COF~1)e’ 
=e[CQ(Ap’ + F-‘)] e’ 
=C&(Ap’+Fpl). (22) 
Combining (21) and (22) yields 
Cp&CBzfTz=((~,,z’,~22)0F-‘)‘(~C220(A-1+F-1))-’ 
where 
= 
0 
; OB (23) 
R 
~=F-‘(A-~+F-~)-~. 
Hence, it follows from general theory that conditional on Z, 
~**EE~I~~=EP+CB/~~C/~~;~~(BZ-EP~~) 
=p+ ; 
0 0 @A - eP”), R 
the last equation being a consequence of Eq. (23). Equivalently, 
Similarly, 
(24) 
=Z@F-l-[(;)j@] [(Z,,t’,C,,)OF-‘1 (25) 
==~F-I-[(~~Z,,(r’,l,)]~(~F-‘), (26) 
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the second equation deriving from (21) and (23). Thus, (19), (24), and (26) 
yield (lOk( 12). 
The posterior distributions of (Cz2, C, ,*, z) can now be obtained. For 
notational convenience, we use rz (L’,,, L’r12, z) and rewrite the posterior 
density as 
f(UD) af(nfPIn 
a f(r) j f@ I B, r) f(B I r) dB 
af(r)f(SIr)ff(B,/B,I')f(BIr)dB 
af(&lOf(SIOf(O. 
More explicitly, 
f(Cm c1,2, 7lD) a f@zl&J112, ~)f(CL~I12~ df(&J12, 9 
af(B21~22)f(SlC22)f(C22)f(TlC112)f(~1,2). 
This decomposition shows that the posterior distributions of z and Z,,, 
remain the same as their priors and, hence, proves the last two relations in 
(13). Moreover, it shows that the posterior density of .?Iz2 can be written 
as 
(27) 
But (3), (9), and (22) imply 
82 I222 -N,,(B~,~C,20(A-1+F~‘)-‘). (28) 
Substituting the densities defined by (5), (9), and (28) into f(Zz2 ID) in 
(27) gives 
f(.Z,, l D) a IC22( -k’2 exp{ - f [tr[Z;‘(& - B;) 
x(A-‘+F-‘)-‘(f&B;)‘]} 
x P22I --(n-kV2 exp{ - $[tr(Z&‘S)]} 
x (z221 -cm--u+g+lP exp{ - f Ctr(zii’ ~z)I> 
a l~**(-h+n-u+g+Iv* exp{ - hf~ii1(@22)l > 
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where !@‘22 is given in (14). Thus, 
C**lD” w,‘(!P,,,m+n-a). 
This proves the first relation in (13) and hence completes the proof. 1 
Proof of Corollary 2.2. To find the posterior mean of Z, we need the 
expectations of all relevant terms in the decomposition (2), namely, Z,,, 
TC*,, Cl 129 and LX~~Z’. It is obvious by the results expressed by Eq. (13) 
that 
EC,, = 
1 
m+n-u-g-l 922 
EzC,, = 
1 
m+n-u-g-1 (?Yu,,) 
EG,*= 
1 
m-u-l 
Y 1129 
where ez2 is in (14). 
Moreover, 
Ed’,,z’ = E[E(zZ,,r’) (z] = E[z(E(C,,)z’] 
1 
= 
m+n-u-g-l 
E(d2,z’) 
1 
=m+n-p-l 
ECEWh’) I zc, ,21 
1 
=rn+n-p-l ECrl~22r’+tr(~‘,,yY,1)C,,,l 
W p2, YU,’ 1 
+(m+n-J7-l)(m-u-l) C2. 
Substituting these in the posterior expectation of (2) gives the posterior 
mean .F, 
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z:= 1 
m+n-p- 1 
m+n-u-g-l +tr(!&Y$) 
X 
i 
( m-u-l > 'y,,2+Y%11' &, 
%I’ % 1 
1 = 
mSn--p-l 
Here a = (m - p - l)/(m + n - p - l), C, denotes the prior mean given by 
and 
Hence (15) is proved. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Write the predictive density of x, given the 
covariate z,., suppressing the prior parameters ( Yz2, Y, ,*, q) for simplicity, 
as 
The distribution of (X,( Cz2, Z, ,2, t, D) is obtained next. 
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Recall Eqs. ( 1) and (lo), 
qB,z2*,C1,2,Z, DNNkp(BZf,C) 
Blz22, Zl,,, T, D-NB*, x*), 
where C, B*, and C* are given by (2), (1 l), and (12), respectively. Thus, 
~/l-G,, Cl,23 7, D - N,w*zf, c**1. (30) 
Here, from Eq. ( 1 1 ), 
with 
a1 0 a2 = B”z, 
b = (& - B;) .hr 
&F-‘(p+F-‘)-‘. 
And, from Eq. (12), 
C**=C+z@(z;F-‘Zf) 
- [( ) I’ t-J522 z’, 222) 0 (z;-EF - ‘q) g 1 = c + C( z;F - ‘Z,f) 
- 
K > I’ (C 2&, C,,) (@F- ‘Zf), g 1 
since (zjF - ‘zJ) and (zjl?F-‘zf) are just scalars. So 
C**=&-d @22T’1 C,*) 
with c = 1 + z;F ~ lzf and d = z;l?F ~ ‘zf or 
. ..=[c.,(; ;)].E 
-zd 
(c-d)Zg 1 
c. 
Hence, 
(31) 
(32) 
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Using (30)-(32), the density 
f(q~*,Y ~I,,,? D) 
K (C**I -1’2 lz‘l,*l -lD 
(33) 
cc IC22l -‘I2 (C,,,l -‘I2 exp{ - ;(I + II)}. (34) 
The quantities I, II in Eq. (34) derive from the decomposition of (C**)-’ 
given in Eq. (33). More explicitly, 
I= 
(35) 
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=f {[(~:“-ul)‘~~:-(X~‘-u,)‘z’~,l:] (AT:‘)-a,-tb) 
+ [ -(X:“-a,)‘~~:Z+(X:2)-uZ)‘Z’Z1~:Z] (X$%z,-b)} 
=f {(X:“-u,)‘~,I:(X:‘)-u,)-(X~‘-u,)’C,I:zb 
-(X:“-U,)‘Z’Z.~I:(X:~)-U,)+(X:~‘-U~)’~’~,I:~~ 
-(X:“-U,)‘~~:~(X~‘-U~)+(X:“-~,)‘C,I:~~ 
+ (iy) - uz)‘z’C~:z(X:2)-a,)-(X~‘-u,)‘~‘~,:rb} 
=f {(X:“-u,)‘C,I$Y:“-u,)-2(~+2,)’ 
xz’C,;(X:“-u,)+(X~‘-u2)‘r’C,I;t(X~’-u2)} 
=f {[T(x:“-a,)-(iYj!‘-u,)]’ 
x zc,;[z(x:“- ~2)-Gq-~J). (36) 
Substituting (34) to (29) yields 
f(xfl D) E jz2, IC221 -1’2 exp { -i I} fG2, I D) ac,, 
(37) 
But, by Eqs. (13) and (35), 
I (Z,,I -‘I2 exp 
‘.522 i I 
-;I .f(~,*I~)~~** 
K s I& -l/2 Ic*21 -(m+n--u+g+1v2 
x exp -&(Xj-+b)’ 
xZ,1(X~‘-u2-b)-+ !P22‘zQ;1 ac22 
I 
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x (~y)-~,-bb)' Ii a.z,, 
-(m+n~u+l)/Z 1 
K y22+(C-d) f 
~(X(2’-a,-b)(~~‘-a,-h)’ (38) 
Similarly, by Eq. (36), 
s /~112/ 4” ev T i I 
-$I fw,,,, wz 
cc 
s 
IC,,,l -112 exp 
i 
-& [t(x:‘)-u,)-(Xy’-u,)] 
xc,:[z(XJ2’-uz)-(x:‘)-a,) 
I 
x I,Ec1,2@ !PU,‘( -‘I2 exp 
i 
-f(i-~j)7z,,~cw~l~-~ (T-q))aT. 
This integral is equivalent to the marginal density of (X7’-- aI) when 
(X:“-a,)lz-N,(z(X~‘-a*), cC1,2) 
and 
7 - N,(% z, 12 0 %‘). 
So from the general theory of the multivariate normal distribution, 
(~~)-u,)-N,(~(X~‘-u2),C1,2(C+(X~)-u2)’ Y,‘(X~2)-u2))) 
-JuWJ2--2)7 we,,,), 
where w  = (c + (X7’ - a,)’ !P;l(XF’ - a*)). 
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Using this last expression and Eq. (38) in (37) gives 
--(m+n-utlV2 
I  
a y22+ (C-d) 
L(q)-a,-b)(XF’-a,-b)’ 
x s IwZ1,,I -1’2 IC,,,J -(m+u+‘w 
xexp-~u’~,:o-~tr=,,,P,,, 
> 
~~I,*~ 
where v=(X:‘)-U,)-?(X~~)-U,) 
1 l 
Oc y22+(c-d) 
(X:“-u2-b)(X:2’-a2-b)’ --(m+n-u+1v2 
,. 
a y22+(c-d) 1-(X)Z)_u2-b)(X:Z)-u2-b)’ --(m+n-“+“‘2 
x [WI -d2 /;d+ Y,,2~-‘m+‘112 
a I@221- 1’2 (1 +(x:“‘- a?-b)((c-4 @P2,)-’ 
x (X:” - u2-b)‘)-(“‘+“-U+I)/2 
x lw’y,,,I 
-l/2 (1 +“‘(wy,,2)-’ v)-(m+l)/2 
Relation (39) shows that 
x:“lx~‘=$ D 2 
N t&7 a, +rl, by-a,), 
c + (a2 - x:“)’ Y,‘(a, -x:“) 
4 
yY,,2,4 
> 
Xy’)D+ 
c-d - 
u2+b,IY2,,1 , 
> 
(39) 
where q = m - u + 1 and 1= m + n - 1.4 - g + 1. This completes the proof. 1 
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Proof of Corollary 2.4. The second equation in (18) is obtained by just 
taking the expectation of a multivariate-t distribution. The first one is 
obtained as 
EX:” = E[EX’“I iq’] 
=a1 +rf(EXy’-a,) 
= a, + rf(a, + h-a*) 
=a,+@. 1 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper we have developed an alternative to Kriging for spatial 
interpolation. In the Introduction we indicate how it differs from Kriging 
and how it relates to other Bayes methods in the same context. 
The method proposed here is very general and such things as trends and 
seasonality are readily incorporated in the spatial-temporal models while 
allowing model misspecifications to be corrected as data becomes available. 
At the same time, uncertainty about the model is honestly reflected in the 
heavier tails of the (posterior) distributions presented in Section 2. This 
makes the posterior distribution somewhat robust against model mis- 
specification. And it ensures that (credible) regions for the interpolants are 
not misleadingly small, as such regions can be in Kriging when the 
variability of the spatial covariance matrix estimator is ignored while using 
it as if it were known, to compute the optimal linear interpolator. 
Kriging has been adopted in environmetrics, although its roots are in 
geostatistics. And there are important differences between these two con- 
texts which makes Kriging less successful in the former than in the latter. 
In environmetrics unlike geostatistics, one must commonly deal with time 
series of spatial observations. Hence, there is a need for methods which 
allow one to incorporate temporal models. Moreover, the data series can 
be used to update these and other models and there is a need for a theory 
which does this in some systematic way. By contrast, spatial modeling can 
be much less important and meaningful in environmetrics than in 
geostatistics (see the discussion at the end of Section 2). Thus a model like 
that of Fedorov and Mueller [S, 61, which represents monitoring station 
means in terms of functions of its location, is not so compelling in environ- 
metrical applications as in those of geostatistics. 
Currently we are working on the implementation of our theory in par- 
ticular, the specification of the hyperparameters. Of special interest is the 
prior covariance structure, Y. One possibility would be an isotropic 
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parametric prior model like that of Loader and Switzer [8]. One could 
then add an additional level in the prior distribution’s hierarchy as dis- 
cussed in Section 2, or more simply estimate the parameters involved, an 
approach akin to adopting a diffuse prior on the remaining unspecified 
hyperparameters. This last stage of hierarchical modeling has the important 
effect of tying the “gauged” and “ungauged” stations together so that now 
the available data does get drawn in to the estimation of covariances and 
cross-covariances involving the ungauges sites. In short this additional step 
allows us to “borrow from strength.” 
In general, the assumption of isotropy seems excessively strong. To us a 
more appealing idea, the one we are currently adopting in a design context, 
is that of estimating, Y, using the nonparametric approach (see [ 15, 73). 
An anonymous referee has correctly pointed out that in some situations 
it may not be feasible to identify a sufficiently accurate structural model for 
the underlying time series, as to validate our assumption of no autocorrela- 
tion. In this case, an extension of our methodology would be required. 
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